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DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL HEALTH 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN THE REGION 

(Agenda item 12) 

The Regional Consultative Committee (RGG), at its twelfth meeting, 
held in Nicosia, Cyprus, 25-26 September 1989, discussed the subject of 
"the ReglonaZ Director's Annual and Biennial 'Reports to the Regional 
Committee - Content, Presentation and Format".' One recommendation 
concerning the content was that "the report should provide information on 
the present health (situation) in countries of the Reglon through health 
statistical datan. The general recommendation reads: "In view of the 
importance of making the statistical contents of the report more credible, 
and as the recording and reporting systems are still weak in many 
countries, it is recommended that the subject of health statistics-- 
recording and reporting--be discussed in a future RCC and/or RC meeting" 
(document WHO-EM/RCC12/4, September 1989). 

In fact, "Strengthening of National Health Information Systems (NHIS) 
in EMR Countries" was an item on the agenda of the thirteenth meeting of 
the RCC, held in Cairo from 15-16  March 1990. The first version o f  the 
present paper was prepared as a background document for that RCC meeting. 
As recommended by that meeting, the paper was discussed andmrevised at an 
intercountry meeting held In Tunis in 3uly 1990, in conjunction with the 
Meeting of the Second Evaluation of HFA/2000 Strategies, taking advantage 
of the presence of thei parti'cipants who were either heads of health 
statistical services, health planners or managers of primary health care 
(PHC) units involved in the monitoring and evaluation process. 

Basically, the paper focuses on extensive situation analysis and a 
summary of the salient shortcomings of national health information systems 
(MIS) in EMR Member States on the one hand, and on proposals for 
improvement on the other. 

2. 2 ituation Analvsi s 

Good progress in health information systems (HIS) has taken place 
in most countries of the,Region during the l a s t  decade. This is based on a 
review of several periodic reports issued by the ministries o f  health, as  
w e l l  as the reports submitted on the results o f  monitoring and evaluation 
of national health-for-all (HFA) strategies and on the findings of 
numerous consultancies or visits to EMR Member States, 

Thfs part of the document deals with recording and reporting, thus 
covering collection, processing, analysis and presentation of data and 
information. It is presented according to the main categories of 
information, since the inethods used and problems encountered will vary 
accordingly. 

2.1 w e  and their environment 

At the village level, particularly the smaller villages, community 
health workers (CHW) or their equivalents, in some countries, may have 



a complete l i s t i n g  of households i n  an area, oftien by gender and according 
to broad age groups, , t o  help in  the CWH1a daily,worb. Occasionally, and on 
the basia of natural increase (births minus deaths), yearly estimates are 
made of the total population in a village or area. No further 
consolidation is made of such data beyond that level. 

A t  the national and subnational levels, the health sector depends on 
the census/statisticaL authorities as the source o f  this data. A problerll 
arises when there has been no recent census data, or none at a l l ,  
particularly if this is combined with a sizable turnover of the expatxiate 
population. According to UN publications, there has been no censua 
conducted beyond 2975 in five countries and beyond 1980 in ten countries 
of the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR); at the same tipe, the "latest 
official est:imatel' (by the government:) was no more .bracent: than 1985 ia 
eight countries (11. Even for a single, yet moat essential figure, such ee 
total population size, estimates may differ wideSy between one 
governmental source and another. For some countries, Elgures formally 
communicated t o  WHO differed by as much as 25.408 from those communicated 
for the preceding year, thus leading to incomprehensible breaks in the, 
series, or from periodically revised eqtimates made and publishad by th8 
UN Secretariat [Z]. Such discrepancies, in turn, lead to widely varying 
indicator values, depending upon the population figure used in the 
calculation. Annual reporrs of some health ministries do not mention 
population size at a l l .  

Detailed demographic characteristics are occaeionally collected by 
health authorities if they constitute a part of a health survey. Their, 
use, however, is usually limited to the survey concerned. But what appeam 
In the national reports are the figures provided by the census or' 
statistical authorities. . The same applies regarding other soci.oeconomic 
data ( e . g . ,  on literacy, education, labour force, income, e t c . ) .  

The health sector may collect data related to  quality control. of 
water, food, and so on; the records of such results are used for action at 
the local level. National reports are always limited to accounta of  
activities, without further analysis to  enable better utilization of uhe 
data. Data on population coverage by water supply and waste disposal ,  
pollution, or housing and other health-related environmental data, are 
usually derived from sectors other than health. 

For the above-mentioned types of information, most data are poor, 
outdated, and use different criteria and definitions; hence, they ma$ not 
meet the needs of the health sector. Besides, as the health sector does 
not have access to raw data, it will not be possible to carry out any 
specif ic  analysis to meet its specific needs, In the absence of official 
data, figures reported to  WHO by the healthlauthorities are often counded:l 
approximations, or "guesstimatest', and differ to va~y ing  extents from 
those found in the publications o f  the United Nations, UNESCO, the World 
Bank and other international bodies. 

2.2 Health status and heam vrobleme 

Data on births and deaths are collected by the health sector in most 
countries in the Region; national l e g i s l a t i o n  speoifies the procedure& and 
record forms involved. Coverage varies according to, for example, the 
extent of enforcement of existing laws, the nature of the terrain, 



population settlements, education levels, e t c .  Thus, as classified by the 
UN, birth registration .is estimated to be "virtually complete" (i.e., 
represents at least 90% of the events occurring each year) in s i x  EMR 
Member States, "incomplete" in five, while no information is available 
regarding completeness in the other 11 EMR Member States. Death 
registration is relatively less complete (classif ied as "completett in 
three countries only), and worst for infant deaths ("complete" in only tyro 
countries of the Region) [I]. Hence, birth and death rates, based on 
registered events, are usually underestimated, particularly the infant 
mortality rate, although such rates are the ones often quoted by some 
governments, being more dramatic. In the abaence of proper registration, 
the national csnsus/statisrical authorities prepare estimates for the main 
national vital rates. Similarly, the UN Sacretariat publishes 
periodically-revised estimates [ 3 ] .  Very few countries collect data on 
fetal deaths) and hence, the coverage is very incompl.ete. 

Rarely does the health sector analyse data on live births; studies on 
fertility are usually left to  demographers. Regarding mortalitv data, many 
stop at the level of crude death rates; some analyse by sex, urban/rural 
or major civil division, and still fewer countries calculate death rates 
by sex and age. Therefore, estimates of life expectancy are usually 
prepared by the census/statistical authorities, rather than the health 
authorities. The UN Secretariat publishes periodically-revised time series 
of estimates of l i f e  expectancy [3] 

Few EMR Member States follow the International Form for the 
Certification of the Cause of Death, adopted by WHO, and the proportion of 
forms properly filled in (and properly coded for analysis) is usually very 
small. Less than one half of the countries publish any cause-of-death 
statistics, sometimes merely the number of deaths by the 17 main chapters 
of the International Classification of Diseases ( I C D ) .  A few countries 
have analysis at the national level, by cause, sex and age, and a few 
others limit that analysis to hospital deaths or to data from selected 
cities. The quality of statistics is in itself a major problem. 

Collection of powbidiev data is more common, especially on notifiable 
communicable diseases, particularly Expanded Programme on Immunization 
(EPI) target diseases and a few others, for which there are. active 
national control programmes. However, the number of diseases to be 
notified, the method . and periodicity of notification, the amount of 
detail, coverage and, accordingly, the value o f  the data collected, vary 
greatly among countries and from one disease to another. In general, 
delays and underreporting are the rule. A few countries are meticulous in 
such data collection for epidemiological surveillance purposes. Yet, the 
majority of countries remain satisfied with annual totals or rates to  show 
trends, occasionally by geographical region or by age. 

Hospital records and record services are at the two extremes as 
regards stages of development. In some countries, there is only the bare 
minimum to serve patient care. In others, too much effort has been 
concentrated on modernizing hospital information systems, in record forms 
as well as in equipment., as part of an advanced hospital set-up. For the 
majority, however, analysis is limited to describing patient movement: 
e , admissions and discharges). Analysis may proceed to include 
activities (numbers of admissions, operations, X-ray and laboratory tests, 
e t c . ) ,  or basic administrative measures (bed occupancy, bed stay, analysis 
by service, or even cost of services), Not many countries publish hospital 
morbidity data, and the  degree of detail varies. Some countries use 



hospital morbidity data as the only ~ohrcb for reportin on,n'a,t!iayl 
morbidity trends. Becaul. of aelectlon~ factors f n hoapitajf admibsions , 
hoapttal rnorb5dity may give, a mia5reading picthre of disease patter&: V' u . 
few hospitals debail coding of conditPohs down to the fourth and, ,fi' ! 'f: X 
digi ts  of the ICD, but on1y.await: rare requests for such Tdata for research 
purposes, 

Collection of morbidity data on ambulatory care is uncomitan, mostly 
as a routine activiey through anaaysis of diagnoses entered in the 
attendance registers held in hospital out-patlefft departments. sub$ 
diagnoses are usually too vague to be of any Wdlue: symptoms, rather than 
disease conditions, are qntered inL  a vbry casual mantler, often ia 
illegible ,handwriting, and never covet all attendhnces, not even the ned 
visits. At: most, they are presented, classified.. into thr,ee broa9 
age-gender groups (children, adult males and aduX~"Eemal'&s) accarding 60 
the main chapters of the I C D .  Rarely is the same procedure followed for 
attendances at health centres and equavalent institutions. 

For morbidity dsterminatfion tunorkg s ecial population groups, daCa are 
usually collected as part OE a serv f ce . among schoolchildren,, 
industrial workers, army recruits, thoae covered by health inaurano4 
schemes, etc.). Such data are used for individual care, never @om i l e d  t g  
add t o  the diagnosis of the morb5dity pdttbrn in'the comunity. h e same 
applies to data on the nutritional status : Usually 'limited to infants' and 
children, with birth weight, and height and w e i g h t ,  by a e; assessment is 
dons mainly to determine healeh care for the ~ i n d i v i d b  f . Data are never 
compiled (setting aside the problems of accu&cp and c ~ ~ e ~ d g e  of data) t o  
deacribe the health statue of the community or a t '  national level. Dace. 
reported by aountriee on reLated indiaators are usually mere Impreasions 
or the results of small studies on selected gr6ups. 

Traditionally, countries depend upon routine methods Eof dam 
co l lec t ion ,  as a by-product of the a c t i v i t i e s  of the health services. The8 
may resort t o  ad hoc studies t o  obtain information not previously 
available through routine methods, or to complement available iafo~mation. 
Some countries h a w  caxrted, out l imited household surveys to  collect data 
on general morbidity, hdalth or nutrition status, hospital morbidity,; 
accidents, etc.  Occasdonally auch studfes are done as joint activities 
among countries, with external suppora and coordination. For examljl.el 
surveys on infant: and child health were carried out in seven ~ r a b  
countries of the Gulf region, Plane were pre@hTad, and have already been 
implemented for a Pan-Arab Child Development Project (PAPCHIU project) 
which, in its first phase, covers' six EMR Member. States. But ad hoc 
studies require time for planning and execbcion, as well as competent 
personnel and adequate f>inanc f a1 and national adminis ttdtlve suppar t , and 
the results may not be repdy within the time available for the pkoject. 

I t  is important chat health authorities have reasonable data on 
health institutions, by geogcaphical area and type of institution. Such 
data, however, are not:.neuarssarily  continuously updated (e.g. ,  data on 
available diagnostic and eransport semice~ and other facilities, working 
conditions of these facilities, effective bed capaciC9, e t c . ) .  



Health authorities also have data on human resources, by category and 
area. These are usually based on administrative procedures, hence, there 
are often flaws in related statistics. The number and categories often 
reflect npostsll rather than actual personnel working. This poses a problem 
where there is a sizable intra- and intercountry movement of workers, and 
where a good number are expatriates, coming from different countries with 
different education systems and qualifications, Data according to 
specialization may be lacking and, again, there may be differences here 
between "degrees" and "actual work/postm. Data on the "production" of 
health personnel originate mainly outside the health sector (in the 
education sector such as In universities). Although detailed raw data are 
available in personnel files, it is uncommon eo,find statistics that can 
help in forecasting attrition and supply. It is also post uncommon to find 
information about health human resource management (e.$, ,  personnel files, 
promotions, career development, transfers, etc.). Therefore, health human 
resource planning is almost nonexistent due to the absence of basic data 
essential for such an activity. 

Data available with the health authorities on health institutions and 
personnel do, in most cases, relate exclusively to the health ministry. 
Health authorities may, or may not: have data on health resources in other 
ministries, the police, the military, public sector organizations or the 
private sector. Therefore, data related to health human resources from 
other sources may be widely different (s .g. ,  with the professional 
associations/syndicates, the licensing authorities, or with the census/ 
statistical authorities), since these figures depend upon the definttions 
used and the methods of collection. Many countries have incomplete 
information on "active" physicians, and even less accurate or complete 
information on nurses and paramedical personnel. 

Data on financial resources become available to the health sector as 
part of the governmsnt's budget. However, the way in which the budget is 
constructed (also the national accounting system) may not permit figures 
to be obtained on allocations for, or expenditures on specific programmes 
or components in the health services. Accordingly, data are rarely 
available on the cost of health care per unit of service ( e . g . ,  of an 
X-ray, a laboratory test, a prescription, a consultation, atc.). In turn, 
this sttuation does not permit the development of health economics. As 
with physical and human resources, health authorities rarely have data on 
financial resources expended for health by other ministries, the police, 
the military, public sector organizations or the private sector. The 
problem becomes more complicated if one attempts to discuss resources for 
health-related activities, the indirect input for health ( e . g . ,  education 
of medical and other health personnel, public education for health, water 
supply and waste disposal, nutrition support act iv i t i e s ,  food production, 
drug industry, s t c . ) .  Hence, it is not easy to identify what constitutes 
"total" national health expenditure, the percentage of health expenditure 
allocated to primary health care, the cost per unit of serv ice ,  or ocher 
similar indicators. Furthermore, data on bilateral and international 
resources are usually not available dtrectly to the health authorities. 

2.4 Health cars activities 

Almost all countries pay considerable attention to data on health 
care activities i . . ,  utilization of the health care system), In fact ,  
most of the recording and reporting forms and procedures are devoted to 
compiling data on activities; many registers are maintained for the sole 
purpose of obtaining "stat i s t ica l  datan for inclusion in periodic reports. 
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Accordingly, health personma1 spend a good part of 'their time on paper 
work, at the expetbaa of,t:h'e Bechnicel oertrice they are supposed' to offer.: 
Such "service stat&acicsw are umum13y presented as bbaolute numbers o$ 
activities for each par? ':of the hdalth cars systbm, occasionally bp 
geographical area.. Amlysdb; if any, of t M s  datd concentrates onj 
comparing the latest figures with thoee of the precedin4 year(s), or; 
comparison wtth a ' nbaserline yearw that often cdkrfes a political 
connotation (normaaly the beginning of a new government in the country) 
An account o f  aotivities often aovers a major part of the anhual rspor>ts 
of health ministries. 

2.5 Other m a s  of 

Another relevant element &of the health information System is that, 
provided by experts. Such nonquantif iable "soft" in?b;rmation of ten hqs a 
decialve role in management. Yet personal contacts, reports and memoranda,' 
relevant legislation, published material and the like, are rarely 
considered part of the health information system. Therefore, compilation 
of such material is rarely undertaken by the health authorities. The 
material may be available somewhere, bcattered inside files or on she,lves 
all over offices and mini-Jibrsries within and outside the health 
services. The result is that the material may n4t be easily retrievable if 
and when needed by the health $authorities. 

T'he root of the problem isrlack of motivation regardin the value of 
information as a tool in the decisionumaking process. mis f eck may be on 
the part of managara/decisiofi-makers, who may find themselves in that 
position without having been tvained in the managerial process in the 
proper aense - -resorting to information %n their deci aion-making : f n policy 
formulation, planning, implementation, follow up, evaluation, research 
training, etc . Theref ore, the easiest and safest  approach for decision. 
makers would be simply Co do what their predecessors have done (i.e.,k 
traditional management without information). Lack of motivation may a l a ~  
exist on the part of producers of information. They may not have beeq 
either adequately trafned, or guided t o  appreciate the objectives of thq 
data being reaorded and reported. Besides, in the absence of feedback, 
they might develop the feeling of "nori-appreciationn 'by their immediate 
supervisors. 

Often, too  much date are collected. In some cases, data flow has 
become a f lood at all levels in the health system. As already mentioned, 
many technical staff spend a good part of their time on paper work. Amon 
the many factors contributing to such "overrecording" are: (a) absence o f 
prior identification by managers at the various levels of the health 
system of the data needed to be collected; (b) fragmentation of services, 
with each provider wanting tto have hia/her o$ records f i l e d  separately, 
not to mention the difficul~y of linking faformation related to the same 
person; ( c )  poor intrasectoral coordinafiiion; it is more the rule than the 



exception that the same, or rather similar, data are collected 
separately, for different users (in one country, for example, entries 
had to be made in f i v e  different records/ragisters for every 
vaccination of an infant); (d) many registers are often maintained solely 
to obtain figures to be included in periodic reports, or with the 
traditional pretext "as a reserve in case the other record gets lost"; and 
(a) soma of the junior staff regard the work of handling so many 
regiscers/recorda as a sign of importance or to justify their posts. 

Overreporting is a serious shortcoming: (a) as a reflection of the 
non-identification of data needs (so long as the dam are there, they are 
reported); (b) a reflection of poor administrative practice, requesting 
reports from subordinates as a sign of authority, under the pretext of the 
need for the reports to exercise supervision ( e . g . ,  in one country, the 
head of health statistics and the head of the technical division of health 
statistics, each requests a copy of the monthly report from every 
institurion, merely to consolidate them into one monthly report at the 
national level, as neither of them trusts the compilations made by the 
other); ( c )  a reflection of poor intrasectoral coordinatfon: all 
officials, particularly in "vertical" programes, want to have separate 
reports of their own; (d) many of the detailed, more frequent (daily or 
weekly) reports are requested simply to facilitate preparing the less 
frequent (monthly or quarterly) reports with the same contents; and (e)  as 
a multiplier effect of the problem, several copies are made of the same 
report without predetermined need for this by the recipient. 

3 . 2 . 3  Forms 

Recording and reporting forms are usually excessive in number. Owing 
to the non-centralization of introducing a new form, often technical staff 
members decide on their own to introduce a new form, with consequential 
duplication of recording. The introduction of new forms is rarely coupled 
with the withdrawal of older forms. Forms introduced for special studies 
may continue to be used, unnoticed, for years after the termination of the 
study concerned. Also, many forms are poorly designed with unjustifiable 
layouts, or they do not follow international standards of paper size; 
the re is the unnecessary use of coloured paper, e.xcessive 
language/printing mistakes, e t c .  

3.2.4 Oualitv of data 

Data quality may be poor for the following reasons: (a) under 
pressure for comprehensive recording, less attention is given in the 
initial data entry; (b) lack of field supervision during data collection, 
particularly when the field worker is not adequately trained; 
(c) dfffersnces in interpretation of tams or definitions, and in the 
completion of forms, due to the absence of written procedural manuals; 
(d) incomplete coverage in reporting; in the absence of enforcement of 
follow up, some units do not observe regular and timely submission of 
reports; (e)  insufficient attention in checking and proofreading of the 
final product; it is very common to find mistakes of addition, calculation 
of percentages or rates, placement of decimal points, in indicating units, 
wrong translation of captions or wrong placement of an entry. In the 
annual report of one country, for example, the table on the activities of 
the school health service showed yellow fever vaccinations in one region. 
Since that activity was not feasible, an investigation was carried out 



whiah revealed the m i s t +  of the clerk who ha@,entered the figure 5n the 
aolumn , yet: the ,2eport prbceeded throub vaytous echelons . and the f report wag printad and di~gribuqed before h e  mistake was 

discovered. 

As a result: of ct lack of motivation referred to above, adminlsgrators 
are usually dissatisfied with the Xnfohation they get, as much as the 
statisticians are with what the are asked t o  produce: (a) data may be 
considered "irrelevantn ( in  t h e absence o f  adequate user-producer 
dialogue, there is no indication of the kind of information nee,dsd); 
(b) data may be "unreliable*, due to vatious reasons as explained abpve; 
( c )  data may be "untimelyH, reachgng the. ussY too lne$.-+bto be of sny vdue; 
and (d) too often the complaint is thbt the report$ -me nnof readable1', 
owing to excessive use P£ mathdmatical'oq linguistic jargon, or inclusion 
of too detailed tabtllations, 6r operationally meaningless classifications. 

Due to that dissatisfaction, decision-maker8 tend to do without 
information, Thus, simply to issue s report may become an end in itself 
or, at most, just to meet the raquirements'of legislative bodies, or for 
"politicalR reasons. This use m y  dictate the content of the repor,t: 
stress on activities, and selected comparisons t o  show pro ress, including 
artificially Hrosyll figures and minimization of figures showing 
shortfalls. 

Feedback is usually very limited: (a) to the producers af dita, who 
feel that their skills are not understood or that what they produce is not 
appreciated, or not even read by the administrators, hence they may lose 
interest in their work;. and (b) to local users in a form directly useful 
to them, thus further limiting the use of information. 

Lack of funds for printing reports limits their aeceseibi l i ty  t;o 
several users, within and outside the country, or may reeult in publishing 
the reports after a long delay, when funds eventually become available.  

Analysis and storage, the way in which data are analysed or $,tored, 
rarely permits responses to a broad variety of ad hoc users. 

Lack of training of technical staff and managers at a l l  levels in ,the 
use of information in their work as decision-makers is a real constraint. 

3 . 4  health -tion svs te-3) d- 

The position of an HIS withih the health system xaflects how much it 
is valued. I t  may take the form of a full-f led ed separate department or 
equivalent. More often it: is a div+sion wit f in a department (e,g. ,  of 
planning), or a unit within a d i ~ i ~ i ~ n  (e.g., o f  communioable diseases.}. A 
special service unit may be almost nonexistent, or its position may be so 
nebulous that it is considered an administrative rather than a technical 
service; at one time the annual statistlaail, report of the health ministry 
merely ref erred to the public relations department. 

The absence or inadequacy of user-producer dialogue triggers a series 
of reactions in a vicious circle: data requirements are not identi f ied;  
data produced are nirrelevant"; the administrator tends to  do withhoyt that 
fnformaclon and does not appreciate the value of $he HIS and is not keen 
to give or allocate support (financial, human resources or e uipment) to I it; HIS staff become overworked and frustrated; their pro uct becomes 
further described as "unreliablen, "untimelyn and "unreadable", and so on. 



The HIS is usually ill-staffed and ill-equipped, run by staff at the 
technician or statistical clerk level, at most, provided with pocket 
calculators, particularly in units at: the local or institution level. Lack 
of training facilities may be one restricting factor. 

The HIS rarely takes the form of an integrated system that serves a l l  
levels or has a set master plan of action with identified priorities. It 
is often in the form of fragmented, unrelated activities. There is very 
little intrasectoral coordination, either horizontally between the various 
components of the health system, or vertically between the statistical 
units at the local, institutional, regional and national levels. In 
countries with a federal structure, the HIS at the regional level may be 
well developed, possibly even better than at the central level, with 
little communication between the two. 

Realizing that a substantial part of the data required for the HIS 
originates outai.de the health sector, as explained above, poor 
intersectoral collaboration in data collection is a serious shortcoming. 
Not only may the data not be released to another government authority (the 
health ministry), leading to unavoidable duplication of effort, but also 
it may end in having contradictory figures on the same item within the 
government circuit. In more than one case, the health ministry rejected 
the figures of the central statistical or census authorities as they were 
less favourable than what the ministry had wished t o  see! 

The above-mentioned shortcomings in recording and reporting and in 
the use of information have, as a direct consequence, led a number of 
countries to slip into building up a progressively large and difficult-to- 
master "information systemmm. Yet t h i s  giant "system" is unable to satisfy 
the needs of potential uaers, knd the producers become inundated tn mere 
collecting and reporting of data. Hence, the system is subject to 
continuous criticism. 

4. Suaaes t ions for Im~rovement 

4.1 Jm~lications of WS shortcorninas 

The shortcomings of national health information systems (NHfS) 
reviewed above in the countries of the Region could be used as a diagnosis 
for developing a broad therapy for improving the status of NHIS and its 
use in the decision-making process in  health management. Such a therapy 
will constitute a developmental strategy for the upgrading and improvement 
of NHIS. The main principles should be the following (41; 

1. As information becomes an integral part of management, data 
collection would be an integral part of health care delivery. 

2. For the information system to be relevant, the strategy for its 
improvement must be developmental; it has to be developed within 
the framework of the existing management structure and functions, 
but should take into consideration possible changes that may occur 
In the near future. 
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Effectiveners of an infomation syst&m~lieo in "the meanmngful use 
of relevant: information whtch~ depends oa the. mech&n%emr .'and 
procedures for that: purpoke exist3ngfat\ dlfSerbfik 'levels of the 
health system. It ia imperative that necessary meinagembnt: 
capabilities, as well as the mechanioms needed, are developed or  
strengthened simultantloilsly. with those* for information support. 
Improvement of infornabion support'wou1~~hus n o t  be an isolated 
or fndependent activity, but be a part'o'f the strategy to imptova 
overall management. It represents a newssary, but'not the sole, 
condition for a better decision-making process: Thus, the 
contribution of improved information to decision-making takes 
place in the context of the environment of other faceors which are 
also in  operation. 

4. The scope of the present information aystem.shou~d be broadened to 
include resource information in additdon to hbalth and performance 
information, so that resouraes and thstr use could be matched with 
performance in relation to programhe objectives and targets. 

5. Development of the HIS ohobld be progross~vs (subsysteri~ by sub- 
system) and improvements hava to be made, gradudlly. 

6. Development of the HIS will essentially be a mtioaal undertaking, 
with WHO servin as a partner, w i t H  the department identffyihg the 
issues and formu f ating eolutlons for them, 

7. The HIS would not be computer- or teahnology-driven. Emphe~is and 
priority would f irst  be given t o  Impuoving the quality of the 
data/information and then to an assessment And provision bf needed 
infomatics and +telemat2os aupport, This  Involvea considerration 
and specification of volume and use of characteriatics, database 
organization, basic analysis operations, and software flegibility 
requirements. 

WHO could assist by establishing a Regional Advisory Panel on Health 
Znformation Sy~ltemo, which may decide on the minimal Information that: 
decision-makers at various levels need and whach could oversee 
developments in the countries, a s s i s t  in exchange of experiences and 
contribute to developing and adaptin approprtate met:hodology, approaches 
and guidelines on the development o f NHISa. The chairperr~ons bf'Cha NHIS 
conurnittees , where they exist ,  or? chdefs of the national health statistics 
departments, may serve as membeds of the Regional Advisory Panel, 

There is a growdng need for: rational mans ement of health systems 
and services; the effective coordinatSon of a k 1 components in t h e ~ e  
systems; arssarement, mobilization and the coltrect use of financial, 
personnel, material and other resources; and the cortsct use in health 
practices of available scientific and tkchnolog4cal bkpertise. ~ffective 
health sezvice management cannot take p9aoe without a reasanable amount of 
information. 
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In general, a NHIS may be described as an organization of people, 
facilities and methods, interacting together as a subsystem of the 
national sociosconomic information syetem, and, simultaneously, as a sub- 
system of the health cars system. Its function is to collect, report, 
process, analyse and provide the necessary information on the health 
situation in the country and the Eaotors (socioeconomic, demographic, 
geo raphical, e t c . )  influencing it, the resources available, and the 
uti f ization of these resources. The objective is to support the planners 
and managers st a l l  levels of the health system, as well as other health 
workers, researchers, educators and trainers, in accomplishing the tasks 
and activities for which they are responsible. 

Management would benefit from such information i f  it  meets certain 
requf rements : (a) relevance to needs ; (b) relPabf 1 ity (although 
somewhat unrallable but relevant information can.be helpful if the type 
and magnitude of the errors are known or can be estimated; 
( c )  timeliness . e m  to  be retrievable and available to  managers when 
they need it); (d) most importantly, it should be in a usable form. 
The main need is to "translate" data into information, then ultimately 
present it t o  the manager in an understandable language. Extensive 
statiotical data are difficult to understand, particularly by busy 
officials  untrained i n  statistical techniques, What is required is easily 
comprehensible analysis, together with succinct commentaries and 
intewpretatfona that give logical explanations of managerial problems and 
indicate to what extent  the goals of health services have been achieved 
finally; and (e) all this should be at a reasonable c o s t .  

4 - 3  for  limber States  

The plan of action should focus on revision and improvement: of the 
existing statisticalfiealth information system, in  order to establish a 
new HIS. For this purpose, it is essential to start with a comprehensive 
system and "bottom-upn approach to the provision of  information. Thus, it 
is necessary t o  reconstruct and reorganize the separate bodies of 
information in the health system, so that the HIS can cope with the 
information needs of various health workers, Besides, the HIS concept is 
much wider than statistics, but there are three planning aspects that 
should be properly balanced: (i) information content; (ii) health 
information support, and (iii) organizational. structure. 

WHO'S role here can be through: (a) the provision of necessary 
related documentation and literature, and (b) organization of a national 
workshop (with or without technical staff support, as needed) on the HIS 
approach as an efficient framework to generate information needed for the 
managerial process. 

Two prerequisites before starting an HIS include: creating a National 
Comittes on Health Information and establishing a "user-producer" 
dialogue. 

A Natfonrl Comnfttee on Health Information. Logically, as the f i r s t  
step,  it is strongly recommended that a National Committee on Health 
Information be established. Membership would include the directors of the 



various departments of &he heakth'trllniatry as the5pr$me uP.era (fncluding 
those An charge of planning, .finankd, .ahirrlist2ktion and redearch), 
reprsaentativbs t , ,  of ocher bee tora pro~3d$rig"~did~ct: heal t@' care' '(a ,,g,, t:he 
milicary , the >pol%ce ; educatii;bn, publf e ,sectof ' crr an 'zalikons , 'and others,, 
a# applioable) , In :add&tt&on. .to the oenkeal stat ia'e 8 >ca k /census hdkhori t ies . 
To ensure an effeotive futrctiroblng rep*6sen'ka%ioq; tt should be un&r"the 
chairraanship of bhe underseoretaxy crt thi hQhlth minis'dry (afid; "i'n any 
case, should .meport directly to  thfs person)',' ~ S t h  the head of thE5 health 
information service as its ex-offfcio Lecrdtary 

The duties of the committee ehauld include : ,(a)' to mbtivdte and 
obtain political and top-management comrni$ment to improve the< HJS,, through 
instilltng. ' the face that cargated hfotrmaliion ise,' in  IeBelE, an i*d,stment 
and a resource for management, racher than an expdndituke; (b) to review 
and recommend policies conoern&ng colkbction, apalysdi abd s tor&ge of 
information; (c)  to forrnuilate 8 master 'plan of action fbr  HT$ (ihc;ludir)g 
daf ining information requb~ementa , ' s e w  fig pr i0riti .e~ arqong qeg$s and' 
activities, recommending essent %a1 abssarch activities and d hoc 
studies , and dee iding on the per io'dict ty  , contents arpi dis tk'ibution 4y 
statistical reports issued by the' rn5n%st,ry or by'the ihdividual sel?jice 
units), and (d) to .ensure, codperatibn and o'odrdidtion of &eformation 
activities among the various .unitd wiehln the rsinistfy khd wi$$ other 
sectors. The committee should hold regular sessio~e, fnitinll~ ev?q two 
months, to be reduaed to twiaa yearly, after :stabilizatfon has been 
achieved. 

WHO may have a role here in providing documentation rela~ed to 
experience in  other countries, or by givlng technical suppoit in the 
initial phase to  help get the national committee launched. 

Establishing a "user-producer" d i a l o p e  It is only thxough 
establishing s user-producer dialogue that "an ekact Ldbntification,pP 
information requirements can be made and 'the limitations 'of informptfon 
understood. The decision-makers indicate what should be known. The 
producers should be able to convert broadly-fomulated' rsquests for 
information into definable cask8 ; they should itidicatq how collect i ~ n  , 
analysis and presentation of th& information should be carried out ,  wichin 
a relevant time scale. Such cofiversion can only be dqne i f  the producpr 
knows and understandsl the objective& and strategic  problems of'management: 

< ,  

The participation (of the prbducers in task"fbrce~,  commi~ttees or 
groups concerned with the planning, monitoring or evaluation of health 
programmes is an excellent procedure fdr making statisei$il services aware 
of information requirements, and, conversely, making users awgrk of $he 
existing information I s  of direct value and relevanqe to the problem 
concerned. The constraLfits of time on decision-makers often n?cessitate 
compromises that cannot be achieved without mutual understanding, 
Therefore, this dialogue should take place a t  a11 l eve l s  of the health 
system, both frequently and regularly. 

The next step should be to  identify information need= for the 
mane ement of the health system. Since managers are present at various 
leve f s, it would be rather dLfficuXt to fbre~ee bhat questiod$> may,pfova 
to be important in vnrioua circumstanchl; or, tb 'envikagk' a l l ,  the gnsyqrs, 
to the new questions that may ariseb: 7B'e'$i&es,' in ~llost: cases; decision- 
makers are not  aware of their own information needs. Hence, much effort is 
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required to discover what should be known. This step is essential to break 
the vicious circle referred to earlier. 

A rational and effective start would be to review the existing "giant 
information system" as explained earlier, and the enormous recording and 
reporting of data being undertaken. It is strongly recommended to try to 
lay down what may be considered basic minimum information needs for all 
sectors of the health system, using an analytical system approach, 
supported as necessary, by studies and interviews. The resulting "basic 
minimum health information systemtt can thus be simple and manageable, yet 
operational and useful, being tailored for and targeted towards, the user, 
and, at the same time, flexible to cope with future reauirements. 

Having identified the information needs, it is essential to proceed 
to rank t h e m  according to priority for action. In addition to "basic 
minimum information needsn, priority should be given t o  basic data that 
are essential for the calculation of indicators or for the generation of 
additional data. 

WHO input may take the form of organizing a national workshop (with 
or without technical staff support, as needed) for developing the 
methodology at the country level for identifying information needs. 

Detailed planning of the contents of HIS should involve both users of 
information and technical experts. One recommended procedure i s  to  'analyse 
systematically each programme or act iv i ty  in to  detailed items or problems, 
indicating which elements belong to HIS, which can be controlled, and 
which indicate success or, failure. Through teamwork, particularly with the 
participation of decision-makers, it will be possible to indicate 
information that is relevant, the degree of accuracy required, and the 
risks inherent in using estimates instead of measurements by resorting to 
non-routine methods of data collection, Information other than the 
statistical type should not be Ignored. 

Usually data collection will be excessive at the local (peripheral) 
level. Attention should be paid to "basic minimum Information needs". The 
component of "community-based health informationtt (previously referred to 
as "lay-reporting") can be the b a s i s  o f  data collection a t  the bottom o f  
the system, till it becomes possible to use the International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD). The data have then to be filtered, 
compressed and standardized to be of use to the administration, and then 
put into an integrated system. Moving towards the central health 
administration; the detail required will be considerably less, stressing 
the need for standardization of terminology and of recording methods so 
that the data can be easily collated and analysed. 

Full use should be made of whatever information already exists, 
reconstruct and reorganize these separate bodies of information, and adapt 
as needs become more clearly defined, and then build on them. To create 
new sources of data fs.to add a whole new dimension of difficulty. This 
requires having a well-defined idea of what information actually exists, 
where it is located, and how it can most speedily be obtained, when 
necessary. 

This step can best be achieved through national workshop(s), as a 
follow-up to the warkshop(s) suggested under section 4 . 3 . 3 .  WHO can 
provide technical support to such a workshop(s). 
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Traditional statistical routines are the typical element in  HIS. Data 
are successively aggregated into s h r i e ~  until national summaries are 
prepared from regional data, However, a properly functioning HIS should 
modify its activities according to information needs. There may arise 
situations or problems that cannot be solved through routine statistics; 
specially, planned ad hoc surveys or studies could be resorted to here. 
Nevewthelssa, collection and analysis of routine' information should be 
restricted to those items that are necessary, avoiding collection of any 
infomation that might be simply "interestingn. Flexibility of HIS can be 
achieved i f  data are stored in their basic form so that recombinations for 
the analysis can be made as appropriate 

An important component here is the design and. reproduction of 
recording and reporting forms, instructional material, guidelines and 
procedure manuals, Also, one should never overlook the promulgation of the 
necessary legislation. 

There is a tendency on the part of developing countries to adopt from 
developed countries the widespread use of up-to-date, computer technology. 
Although this is not the place to discuss such a wide topic,  a few points 
should be mentioned, Computers may serve as storage for databases or data 
banks so that questions asked by ad hoc users can be answered rapidly. 
There are many statistical routines that are dif f icul t  t o  carry out 
without computers. They may help in linking information related to the 
same person (or event) scattered through several records, and may help in 
understanding health problems in their use in simulation by means of 
mathematical problems. Expectations raised by the development of 
computers, which initially gave high hopes for the use of information in 
health management:, have not been realized and have led to soma 
dissatisfact:ion, The main problem lies in lack of dialogue and mutual 
understanding, rather than in the lack of data processing experts or 
equipment. The high hopes led to relaxation in the efforts to improve the 
quality of basic data. There are also the problems of insufficient 
coordination of data-processing fac i l i t i e s  within the health service, and 
the lack of staff trained in this technology. Recent legislation on data 
privacy and protection may hinder linkage of personal data, These points 
should be thoroughly discussed before adopting computer technology. 

WHO has a major role to play in this area, mainly through technical 
collaboration. For example, WHO may collaborate in: (a) reviewing and 
revising recording and reporting forms and procedures; (b) the preparation 
of manuals, guidelines, etc, ; (c) advising on data processing 
configuration and computer applications; and, (d) in organizing workshops/ 
training activities in any of the above, WHO can also provide related 
technical material and l imited supplies and equipment, and facilitate 
exchange of experience in other countries. 

4 . 3 . 6  structure n u  

Two points need to be stressed ,here. First, there is no single 
senrice responsible for the collection, processing and analysts of "health 
information" in its broadest sense, Second, HIS should serve all levels: 
institutional/local, regional and national, Accordingly, HIS may not come 
entirely under one admini~trative authority, but there should always be 
close links among the various parts of the system. 
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The central unit should coordinate the activities of other health- 
related information services, It should also collaborate with the national 
statistical services so that major national policy problems can be 
analysed in a more comprehensive way. The importance of the health 
information service at the regional level depends to a large extent on the 
responsibilities delegated to it by the national administration. Generally 
speaking, a very suitable type of HIS is the "pyramidaln form: great 
attention is given to primary data at the periphery. Through aggregation 
of data into summarized reportB or forms during a given period, national 
summaries are prepared from regional data, so that more general data and 
indices are supplied to the hlgher level of the health service 
administration, following hierarchical lines. 

One important aspect in the organization of HIS is the appropriate 
placement of the unit responsible for HIS. It is t.rue that competent 
managers may have to deal with problems without: the benefit of systematic 
quantitative measurements. Yet, there should be a strong recognition of 
the value of an effective HIS in providing suitable information and using 
it, both at the central level to formulate strategies and plans, and at 
the operational level to implement the plans in order to produce effective 
services. Such recognition and conviction should be reflected in an 
appropriate placement: of HIS within the health system and in giving i t :  a11 
possible support. It would be advisable to locate HIS close to the 
decis ion-making function. 

WHO would be ready to provide technical support to organize or 
reorganize HIS, and in the exchange of experiences in other countries. 

Having planned the information contents of HIS, its technical and 
methodological aspects, and I t s  organizational structure, the programme of 
activities already set by 'the National Committee on Health Information 
should then be implemented. It may be advisable to start with one 
identified subsystem. After field-testing and evaluation, its use can be 
generalized. Other subsystems can then be similarly introduced, according 
to the priorities agreed upon. 

WHO can also provide technical support here in the preparation of 
guidelines or manuals explaining the concepts, definitions and procedures 
f o r  each subsystem or component of HIS, and in holding workshops/training 
activities in the respective procedures for data collection, processing, 
analysis and interpretation. Limited material support, if necessary, may 
be provided in the form of teaching/learning material, calculators or data 
processing equipment, 

Information services cannot fulfil their purpose without organized 
communication. The aspect of user-producer dialogue has been dealt with 
above. However, in transmitting the information'to a higher level, the 
administrator at a lower level becomes a producer of new information. 
Another impostant aspect is feedback. This is necessary to increase the 
interest of the producer and also for the continual improvement and 
updating of information. It should be fedback to local users in a form 
easy to interpret and understand, and thus be directly useful to them, 



A natural element in an HIS f a  the availability of statistical 
reports; the material reported and the E o m  and frequency of reporting 
vary accordin& to the gituation, and the intended use dictates the form of 
publication. As stressed above, what matters in these reports is the 
inclusion of analysis and an interpretation that gives logical 
expltinati~ns of managerial problems, rather than mere statistical tables 
and elaborate mathematical treatment of data difficult to read or use by 
the adminiatrator. The reports should be published without unnecesrsary 
delay, and widely distributed to all potential users (who should have been 
identified in advance) ta achieve maximum utilization of findings. 
Notably, little information ie made available beyond that of routine 
publicatlonrs. Many governmental statistical offices are reluctant or 
unable, for various reasons, to produce further analysis in response to 
ad hoe requests, dealing with particular p r ~ l m m s .  Collaboration 
between countries through exchange of national reports, mither directly or 
through regional organizations, would be most: useful. 

It is very difficult to measure the effectiveness of an HIS, either 
in whole or in part. This is not an area to calculate the cost-benefit 
ratios or other exact measurements of benefit, since both the cost and the 
benefits are difficult to calculate, Usually, the satisfaction of the 
greatest number of users is the best  indicator that can be obtained. 
However, evaluation procedures to review information gaps, or to stop or 
modify the production of statistical series that have become obsolete, is 
a neglected aspect of information services. Some mechanisms have bean 
introduced to ascertain the information requirements of categories of 
users or to assess the adequacy of the information available to meet their 
needs, but these mechanisms are usually informal and ad hoc. 

WHO would be ready t o  provide technical support for the evaluation of 
HIS (or of parts/components thereof). 

There is a need for facilities for training in health statistics, for 
those reeponsible for the production and processing of information. It  is  
equally important to educate all health personnel about the need for, and 
use of, information in decision-making at all levels. Training in the use 
of computers is another dimension. 

In addition t o  the specific WHO inputs for the steps mentioned 
earlier, WHO can play an important role through: (a) collaboration in 
strengthening national training institutions or facilities in health 
statistics, whether in  curriculum planning, participation in the teachi g/  
learning, or provision of books and other material, etc,; {b) provision 't of 
fellowships for training abroad if national training facilities are 
lacking, or to obsswe HIS in other countries, and, (c) conducting 
workshops to train the managers in the use of information in the 
management: process. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL 
HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN THE REGION 

Recommendations are as fo l lows:  

(1 1 governments should endeavour t o  es tab l i sh  a c o o r d i n a t i o n  
4 mechanism f o r  heal th  i n f o r m a t i o n  a c t i v i t i e s  w i t h i n  the heal th  care 

system, as well as wi th in  the overa l l  nat iona l  sacioeconamic 

information system, with the p a r t i c i p a t i o n  o f  a l l  sectors connected 

wi th  development. S u c h a s t e p w o u l d h e l p i n p r o v i d i n g t h e n e c e s s a r y  

impetus and guide the development a f  the nat iona l  h e a l t h  i n f o r m a t i o n  

system (NHI5 ) ;  

(2) governments should continue t o  increase managerial c a p a b i l i t i e s  

a t  a l l  l e v e l s ,  int roducing the managerial  process (planning, 

imp1 ementat ion, eval u a t i  an, rep1 anning, e tc .  ) f o r  successful 

accompl i shment o f  heal t h  goal s; 

I (3 )  Member S t a t e s  shaul d reorganize the?  r heal t h  information systems, 

ensuring t h e i r  proper  p o s i t i o n  within the heath care system i t s e l f ,  as 

close t o  senior  decision-makers as possible; 

( 4 )  human resources should be t r a i n e d  t o  s t a f f  d i f f e r e n t  l eve ls  o f  

the NHIS, and appropr ia te  s t ruc tures should be b u i l t  around them as 

necessary; 

(5) Member S t a t e s  should review and r e v i s e  present forms and 

procedures, and streamline information f l o w  t o  ass is t  i n  t h e  

progressive improvement o f  hea l th  serv ice  d e l i v e r y ;  



(63 establishment of a user-producer ( o f  i n fo rma t i on )  d ia logue a t  

f requent i n t e r v a l s  would go a 1 ~ n g  way i n  i d e n t i f y i n g  the i n fo rma t ion  

requirements and the means o f  s a t i s f y i n g  them, a p a r t  From ensuring 

continuous evaluat ion;  

(7) i n  the i n t e r e s t  o f  n a t i o n a l  development, appropr ia te  h e a l t h  

i n d i c a t o r s  should  be made a v a i l a b l e  to o the r  h e a l t h - r e l a t e d  sectors 

w i t h i n  the government, as nell as to i n t e r n a t i o n a l  development 

agencies ; 

(8) government should earmark adequate funds f o r  t he  NHIS and should 

also a l l o c a t e  funds f rom i t s  WHO country programme budget w i th in  the 

framework o f  reg iona l  programme budget Po l i cy .  

(1) estab l  ishment o f  a reg iona l  adv isory  committee (or panel)  on 

hea l th  i n fo rma t ion  systems; 

( 2 )  fo rmula t ion  of general  qyidg,i,nes f o r  t he  development o f  hea l th  

information systems t h a t ,  a f t e r  f i e l d - t e s t i n g ,  might be used t o  
1 

generate mare d e t a i l e d  manuals f o r  t r a i n i n g  a t  count ry  l e v e l ;  

(3) cont inued involvement i n  the tr,a,i ,ni.y o f  na t i ona l  heal t h  workers 

i n  t h i s  f i e l d ,  through l o c a l  courses, workshops, fe l l  owships, exchange 

v i s i t s  e t c . ;  
,I ', 

( 4 )  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  ( f u l l  or p a r t i a l )  upon request, i n  w,aluatio,r~ o f  

n a t i o n a l  hea l t h  i n f o r m a t i o n  systems t o  rev iew the i n f o r m a t i a n  gaps, o r  

t o  stop o r  mod i fy  the product ion  o f  s t a t i s t i c a l  se rv i ces  t h a t  have 

become obsol e t e  ; 

(5) toll at: on i n  t h e  tsvl-sion of f.r!.r..r?s and ~,r,~c,ed,ures used 9 to 

meet the managerial requirements ( r e t a i n i n g  computer s u i t a b i l i t y ) :  


